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We’ve talked about the importance of using the
correct G-Shade primers and sealers. With
today’s tri-coats and translucent colors it is
IMPERATIVE to DO A SPRAY OUT with the
correct G-Shade color and spray for color match
not hiding. The old school of thought is there
had to be hiding. Today’s manufacturers are
using the undercoat color to achieve the vibrant
translucent colors. Typically if we get a question
on color match, doing a spray out with the
correct G-Shade undercoat helps us to get a
color match. When mixing with PPG Paint
Manager there is a recommended undercoat
color so taking the time to do a correct spray out
and building a good spray out card library will
save you time in the long run. Typically on any
color it is recommended to do a spray out
before the vehicle gets into the booth to save
time and materials.

PPG is currently shipping the final E-Fiche software CD’s.

If
you are still using E-Fiche, we highly encourage you to use the
more intuitive, user friendly and innovative COLORMOBILE ®
software application. The application gives you instant access
to the newest color formulations through your desktop
computer, mobile or tablet device with 24/7 connectivity to
the latest Prime, Variant and Special field formulas. For any
questions or concerns, please contact your Auto Body Supply
representative.

NEW STAFF MEMBER
Russ Schnittker is the newest staff member at Auto
Body Supply and is part of our delivery team. Please
help us welcome Russ!

MVP TRAINING
Sept 26 & 27th - St Louis, MO
Demands on cycle time are increasing at lighting pace.
This course focuses on “keys-to-keys” practical
applications used by progressive collision centers to
improve cycle time performance and enable vehicles to
flow smoothly through the production process.
Participants will also gain insight to successfully manage
the most important asset in a collision center—the
production staff! Come learn the foundational principles
and improvements that can be implemented on the shop
floor to dramatically advance production and reduce cycle
time in your shop. AMI & I-CAR approved.

